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Newt Data Announces Online Money Saving Deals on Refurbished Products
Published on 12/11/08
Newt Data Systems today announced refurbished SwiftStore 400 hard drives are now available
at special deals from their online store. Refurbished products from Newt Data are tested
and certified to meet the same stringent standards as new and include the same warranty
and support. While supplies are limited, customers can save hundreds of dollars by
choosing a refurbished system.
Gavilan Hills, CA - Newt Data Systems, Inc., a provider of unique data storage products
that apply the best available technologies in new and innovative ways to improve user
experiences, today announced refurbished SwiftStore 400 hard drives are now available at
special deals from the Newt Data Systems online store. Refurbished products from Newt Data
Systems are tested and certified to meet the same stringent standards as new and include
the same warranty and support. While supplies are limited, customers can save hundreds of
dollars by choosing a refurbished system.
Newt Data Systems SwiftStore 400 high-speed hard drives offer other unique advantages over
USB or FireWire hard drives beyond faster bandwidth and larger capacities. With
SwiftStore, you can choose whether to dedicate all storage capacity to a single computer
by connecting to it directly or divide the storage capacity among multiple computers by
connecting to them via a network router. With USB or FireWire, you need a separate hard
drive for each computer that needs storage capacity resulting is wasted capacity.
SwiftStore features include:
* Faster bandwidth than USB 2.0 or FireWire 800 hard drives
* Large capacities of 2TB, 3TB, 4TB or 6TB that are expandable
* Automatic LAN and Wi-Fi support when connected to a router
Pricing and Availability:
The Newt Data Systems SwiftStore 400 high-speed hard drives are now available in 2TB, 3TB,
4TB or 6TB capacities from the Newt Data online store. Suggested retail prices start at
$799.00 (USD) and limited quantities of refurbished systems are available at a discount.
Newt Data Systems:
http://www.NewtData.com

Located in Southern California, Newt Data Systems, Inc. was founded to overcome the
limitations of the ordinary data storage products available to users of desktop and
notebook computers. Newt Data Systems accomplishes this by challenging a highly
experienced team to develop unique products that apply the best available technologies in
new and innovative ways to improve user experiences. For more information, visit their
website.
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